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卡通系统研究和应用现状，未来发展趋势，以及 ASP 语言、Oracle 11g 数据库、
IntelliWeb 2.0 等系统开发的主要工具和技术。同时通过对比 B/S 和 C/S 架构的优










































With the development of the society, people are improving the pursuit of a better 
life. Under such circumstances, Mobile Phone One-card Solution in Campus are 
attracted extensively by colleges and relative industries with its advanced, fashioned, 
fast and convenient features. From the perspective of keeping up with the development 
of times and meeting the actual demand of campus management, it is very necessary to 
have an in-depth study of the advanced and practical management system of Mobile 
Phone One-card Solution in Campus. The dissertation, based on the research 
background of Mobile Phone One-card Solution in Campus Management System in an 
university, analyzes its outline, main functions and related technologies so as to 
provide a reference for colleges to promote the construction of Mobile Phone One-card 
Solution in Campus Project and to provide a help on the application and research of 
Mobile Phone One-card Solution in Campus for the post-researchers. 
Firstly, the dissertation introduces the current research, application and future 
development trend of Mobile Phone One-card Solution in Campus as well as main 
tools and techniques of system development of ASP language, Oracle 11g database and 
IntelliWeb 2.0 by the means of conducting survey and analysis with the application of 
applied software engineering and information technology. At the same time, by 
comparing the advantages and disadvantages of the outline of B/S and C/S, it 
determines that the system outline will apply for the Combined Mode of B/S and C/S, 
and the system database will adopt the outline of distributed database. Then it makes 
some systematic analysis from the demands of the users, business, function, security, 
and its feasibility.  According to the demand analysis, it draws the outline of system 
function, and especially focuses on the analysis of overall and detailed design of the 
Mobile Phone One-card Solution in Campus System. 
In the end, the dissertation draws a conclusion that the overall network outline of 















whose platform aims to realize the functions of the seamless connection, data sharing 
and synchronous renewal of information, to integrate the existing third-party 
application system resources effectively. The system has unified management 
functions of financial settlement, identity authentication and credit-car, d consumption, 
which plays a big role on improving and service level and  management efficiency in 
campus. The system also has the functions of Mobile Phone Payment System and 
Real-time SMS Notice, which meets the expectation of its original design because it is 
popular among the teachers and students. 
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